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ABSTRACT
The development of data science pipelines (DSPs) has been steadily growing in popularity. While the increasing number of applications can also be attributed to novel algorithms and analytics libraries, the interoperability of new DSPs has been limited. To investigate this, we curated a corpus of over 494k GitHub Python repositories. We find that only 20% of the data science pipelines provide access to their input data and only 14% use a data backend. These findings highlight the key pain points in the development of interoperable DSPs. We identify five open data management challenges related to pipeline analysis, data access, and storage. We introduce Stork, a system for automated pipeline analysis, transformation, and data migration. Stork provides open data access while removing the human in the loop when reproducing results and migrating projects to different storage and execution environments. We analyze terabytes of DSPs with Stork and successfully process 72% of the pipelines, transforming 75% of the accessible datasets.

PVLDB Artifact Availability:
The source code, data, and/or other artifacts have been made available at https://github.com/hpides/stork.

1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, collaborative development environments gained increasing relevance for open-source data analysis. Between 2017 and 2020, there has been a seven-fold increase in the number of publicly available data analytics notebooks on GitHub [41]. Our analysis shows that Python repositories on GitHub in general have doubled between the years of 2019 and 2021. Collaborative environments, such as Jupyter Notebooks, Google Collab, and Vizier, provide an easy-to-use interface for developing and sharing pipelines with reproducible results [7, 16, 20].

Despite the extensive use of data science frameworks, interoperability and reproducibility remain two significant challenges in the data science lifecycle [31]. Interdisciplinary environments highlight the need for interoperability and collaboration. Projects in the health domain, such as the Health Data Spaces Initiative present legal and technical barriers to the collaboration on data science projects between the scientists, medical personnel, and legislators.

The pipelines and workflows are developed in a localized environment lacking open data access and significantly limiting the project interoperability [25, 26, 58].

To create a collaborative environment and interoperable pipelines, project resources need to have hosted data storage and an open execution environment. For each pipeline, the data engineer needs to locate, format, and transfer the data to a hosted storage system, such as a database, cloud storage, or remote file system. Additionally, they need to transform the pipeline to adjust the data access. Performing these steps manually incurs additional financial and technical migration cost. This prevents the interoperability and overall (re-)usability of data analysis projects [43, 54].

Chattopadhyay et al. [10] summarize the challenges for developing data science workloads, including the data setup, exploration and analysis, code management and archival, reliability, security, sharing and collaboration, reproducibility, and deployment. From the data management perspective, we identify five data management challenges. Specifically, data setup, analysis, sharing, reproducibility and reusability, and security.

To quantify the technical cost, we perform an analysis of 494,513 open-source GitHub projects. We determine the necessary steps to update or reproduce the pipelines in a different execution environment. When migrating to a collaborative environment, transferring the analysis scripts to a hosted solution like Jupyter Server is not sufficient for the results to be reproduced or the pipelines updated [20]. The data engineer needs to enable data access, format the data, and adjust the pipelines.

One data science repository in our corpus has three data science pipelines on average, accessing nine datasets in total. To transfer the data and adjust its access in the original pipelines, a data engineer needs to perform between 18 and 30 sequential steps, depending on the number of datasets. Executing each step manually is inefficient for pipelines ingesting more than one data file as well as for projects containing multiple pipelines. The reliance on manual pipeline adjustments presents a significant challenge for the interoperability of data science pipelines in collaborative environments.

Manual adjustments need to be performed on more than 80% of the data science repositories in our corpus. We observe a 5:1 discrepancy between the usage of analytical libraries and DBMS or cloud connectors, indicating that data science pipelines heavily rely on local data accesses. Out of the repositories accessing local datasets, only 20% provide access to the data. The rest have invalid data access even with the shared data or do not provide the data in the repository at all. These findings indicate that open-source data science projects are not designed to be reproducible or interoperable. To address the interoperability challenges and avoid the cost...
of manual transformations, we propose developing an automated workflow based on code analysis and pipeline rewriting.

Related work has designed systems for automated code analysis based on static analyzers and large language models. Such approaches have been prominently used for automated program repair, bug detection, and class-level code generation [14, 30, 53]. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to introduce a code analysis system designed for interoperability, modification of data access, and transformations in data science pipelines.

In this paper, we introduce Stork, a system for automated analysis, data migration, and transformation of data science pipelines. Stork uses static code analysis to detect data accesses, migrate data to a designated storage solution, and rewrite the pipeline. With Stork, we address key interoperability challenges, such as: data access and setup, pipeline sharing, as well as, reproducibility and reusability of the data and pipelines.

To design Stork, we performed an in-depth analysis of the open-source data science landscape. We curated a corpus of 494k Python repositories, which we use for the analysis and evaluation. Our findings show that Stork extracts data and operators on 72% of all openly available Python repositories. Stork provides a completely automated end-to-end pipeline analysis and data migration solution, replacing the human in the loop for pipeline analysis, data transformation, and migration. We compare Stork’s automated analysis and code transformation to two large language models, one hosted on-premise (Llama3-8B), and GPT-3.5-Turbo, accessed via OpenAI’s API [28, 36]. Stork shows three orders of magnitude faster analysis time. To the best of our knowledge, Stork is the first system that automates the complete interoperability workflow of pipeline analysis, data transformation, and pipeline rewrite. We summarize our contributions as follows:

- We curate and release a corpus of open-source repositories solving heterogeneous data processing tasks.
- We perform an in-depth analysis of the data science landscape focused on data management on over 494k Python projects.
- We identify five open data management challenges in the development of data science workflows.
- We present a system for automated pipeline analysis, data transformation, and migration. Our implementation can be accessed at https://github.com/hpides/stork.

The paper is organized as follows. We formalize the interoperability challenges in data processing pipelines in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the system design of Stork and the implementation details in Section 4. In Section 5, we evaluate Stork. In Section 7, we summarize our findings and potential future work.

2 INTEROPERABLE DATA ANALYTICS

In this section, we look into the data science landscape and investigate the surrounding interoperability challenges. We analyze a corpus of Python repositories available on GitHub from 2018 to 2023. We categorize them based on their dependencies and focus on the repositories with data analytics workloads. Based on our findings and related work, we define five data management challenges in the current data science landscape.

2.1 Pipeline Exploration

We curate a corpus of Python repositories published on GitHub between 2018 and October 2023 published under the MIT license [15, 18]. The corpus consists of 494,513 repositories with a compressed size of 3.5 TB. While related work analyzes individual pipelines and notebooks, we focus on complete data science repositories allowing us to observe cross-pipeline dependencies that cannot be read through processing individual files.

For each repository, we analyze the Python packages imported by the individual pipelines and create a minimal set of imported packages per repository: We observe that 8% of the repositories cannot be processed because of syntactical and versioning errors. Further in the analysis, we only consider repositories written in Python 3.0 and above.

We categorize the libraries based on their domain into five categories: Data Management (DM), Web Development, Visualization & Image Processing, Setup & Maintenance, and Other libraries. The category distribution is shown in Figure 1. The Data Management libraries are the second most commonly used after the Other libraries, accounting for more than a quarter of all imports in our corpus of Python repositories. Related work has presented the popularity of machine and deep learning libraries, which account for a third of the data management libraries currently in use [41, 42]. While we confirm these findings, we also observe that the most used DM libraries are numerical libraries for efficient large data processing.

Additionally, we analyze the use of libraries interfacing with databases or cloud storage environments. We observe a low usage of connectors for databases (9.7%) or cloud storage (4.3%). Both categories combined have a 14% share of repositories that utilize any DM library. This shows a significant difference between the popularity of big data and machine learning libraries as tools for processing large data files and the necessary storage environments.

We observe a 5:1 discrepancy between repositories utilizing DM libraries and those storing the data in a hosted environment. This discrepancy suggests that data is often accessed locally, resulting in data access and project interoperability issues. We investigate this further by looking into the individual pipelines. In Figure 2a, we present the distribution of the pipelines reading data from storage devices compared to the pipelines processing the data and the code files that do not process data. The majority of code files (55%) are in the latter category. The read-and-write workloads constitute only 11% of the pipelines in the repositories, whereas a third of all pipelines are processing and analyzing data.

We look further into the most common ways of interacting with data in data science workloads. In our corpus, 36% of all repositories
contain at least one pipeline processing data. On this subset, we investigate the data reading methods used in each pipeline. In Figure 2h, we analyze the pipelines on a per-year basis. While we notice a significant increase in the number of data science pipelines created after 2020, we also observe that approximately two-thirds of pipelines read data with the native Python file manager. This analysis covers all files ingested into a Python workload. A third of the pipelines ingest data through data management libraries, such as numpy, pandas, or a database connector.

We analyze the distribution of database connectors used in data science pipelines. In Figure 2c, we observe that SQLAlchemy accounts for almost half of the database connectors used. It provides an interface to several in-process and client-server databases. However, it is most commonly used as an SQLite connector, the most used in-process database, which stores data in a single file [48].

The convenience of using local files through Python file handlers and libraries operating in memory opens a set of interoperability and reproducibility questions. Specifically, the data availability, pipeline execution, and result reproducibility, are directly affected by the reliance on local file management. In our corpus, the majority of repositories in the dataset rely on local file accesses. We observe that only 20% of the accessed data is provided with the source code (see Figure 2d). This also confirms the significant discrepancy in the usage of libraries connecting repositories to storage environments. The lack of hosted data access in shared repositories makes it difficult to execute the pipelines in a new environment, and the results are difficult to reproduce. The low data availability, weak reproducibility standards, as well as the lack of interfacing with hosted storage solutions pose significant challenges that affect the overall interoperability of the current data science landscape. In Section 2.2, we define a set of data management challenges and propose an automated data science workflow.

### 2.2 Problem Formulation

Data and pipeline interoperability has been a significant hurdle for cross-institutional and international collaboration through the secondary use of data. Secondary data use is defined as analyzing data collected from previous studies and trials in different domains [25, 26]. A prominent example is the domain of health data with initiatives backed by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the European Union (EU). There have been several efforts to develop a framework that facilitates innovation and research by collaborating on the secondary use of health data [25, 26]. The European Union through the project Towards Europe Health Data Space (TEHDAS) has defined a set of legislative and technical barriers on the way toward a connected health data space [25]. The technical infrastructure and data management barriers include the lack of data access through research data centers, no standardized data formats, and poor data management standards for accessing and analyzing data across collaborating health centers. This leads to difficulties with interoperable data access, loss of information value, failed data analysis efforts, unreliable benchmarking, non-reproducible results, and significant financial overhead.

The infrastructure and data management barriers show a need for a framework that facilitates data interoperability as well as open access adhering to the FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable) data principles [56]. To develop such a framework, we need to address several open interoperability challenges affecting the end-to-end data science lifecycle in a collaborative environment.

The data interoperability challenges between collaborating entities with different infrastructure and execution environments are a significant part of the data science lifecycle research in the data management (DM) and human-computer interaction (HCI) communities [10, 23, 24, 27, 31, 32, 40, 54, 55]. Both communities analyze the developments and opportunities in the data science lifecycle focusing on systems and interactivity, respectively. Chattopadhyay et al. [10] present a set of challenges from an HCI perspective.

In this work, we recognize five of them as open data management challenges. We focus on loading and processing data in multiple platforms (Setup), adapting data processing pipelines (Exploration and Analysis), code and pipeline reuse (Share and Collaborate, Reproduce and Reuse), and access control (Security). We look into the technical barriers through the lens of the five data management challenges and address them separately. In Listing 1 we present an example data science pipeline relevant to the health data space use case for which we present opportunities for improvement.

**Setup: Loading and processing data from multiple sources and platforms.** The management of projects in collaborative environments offered by major cloud vendors, such as Azure Notebooks, Google Collab, and Amazon SageMaker is well integrated with their object storage services [3, 16, 29]. Users synchronize their file storage by using these services, thus removing the challenge of transferring data and rewriting the pipelines. However, these setups are not suitable for locally stored data, or data with restricted access. In Lines 7 and 8 of Listing 1, we define the source folders of two data files. Data is read in lines 9 and 11, in CSV and JSON format, respectively. The pipeline cannot be executed in a different environment because of the local data access in Line 9. To address the interoperable data access barrier, we propose opening the access and transferring local sources to a designated storage solution.
Explore and Analyze: Adapting data processing pipelines through repetitive steps denoting data reading and locality. To facilitate open data access and analysis, the data engineer needs to read the data (Lines 9 and 11) and apply several preprocessing operations (Lines 12-23) before running statistical analysis. In Listing 1, we show an example with two data sources. However, doing so for several pipelines with multiple data sources becomes a repetitive and error-prone effort. To address the sequential and repetitive data adjustments, we propose an approach that analyzes the pipeline structure and automatically detects data reads to facilitate open data access.

```
import pandas as pd
from sklearn.preprocessing import StandardScaler
from sklearn.linear_model import LogisticRegression
from sklearn.pipeline import Pipeline

DATA_HOME = '/home/user/data'
DATA_WEB = 'https://example.com/user/data'

local_data = pd.read_csv(f'{DATA_HOME}/train_data.csv')
web_data = pd.read_json(StringIO(response.text))

train_data = pd.concat([local_data, web_data])

train_data['ccard_no'] = train_data['ccard_no']
for col in ['name', 'DOB', 'gender']:
    train_data[col] = train_data[col] + np.random.normal(0, 1)

X_train = train_data.drop('target_column', axis=1)
Y_train = train_data['target_column']

accuracy = accuracy_score(y_test, y_pred)
```

Listing 1: Data science script

Share and Collaborate: Sharing of complete pipeline or parts of it in the form of code, data, or results. Similarly to moving the data in a new storage solution in the environment setup, the pipeline also needs to be accessible to the users. To this end, the data must be stored in a file system, cloud object storage, or a database management system. Depending on the new storage system, the data needs to be transformed. In database management systems, there are several steps required to transform the data reads in Lines 9 and 11 in Listing 1. The individual columns need to be transformed to database-specific datatypes, a database schema needs to be created, and the data transformed from a flat file to a relational table before writing it to the DBMS. Such steps are required for each data source in the pipeline. To address the lack of standardized data formats for sharing and collaboration, we automate the data transformation workflow and transfer the data to a hosted storage system.

Reproduce and Reuse: Adapting pipelines and repositories to be executed in a new environment for code reuse and result replication. Following the data and pipeline migration, data accesses and environment requirements need to be adapted before executing the pipeline in a new environment. From the data management perspective, managing the data reads is essential for the successful reuse of the pipeline and replication of results. Lines 9 and 11 in Listing 1 need to be replaced by data reads for the transformed and relocated data. To allow data access that is independent of the execution environment, we query the new storage system. We show a DBMS example of the adjusted pipeline with a read query in Listing 4. Lines 9 and 11 from Listing 1 are replaced by the respective code. To address pipeline interoperability, we propose a pipeline rewriter that connects to the data storage and modifies the data access.

Security: Providing access control to localized and vulnerable data accesses in data processing pipelines. When sharing a pipeline in a collaborative environment, the data access needs to be verified and managed to ensure authorized updates. By establishing user authentication, we prevent unwanted data corruption or pipeline changes. We address the potential vulnerabilities of open data access by allowing users to manage the authentication requirements.

We propose an automated workflow that incorporates the individual components framed in this section. The goal is to facilitate interoperable data access and collaborative pipeline development in use cases such as the open health data space. We aim to reduce the complexity of the data integration into data science pipelines and automate a sequence of manual tasks normally performed by data engineers. We present the system design in Section 3.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN

Our analysis in Section 2.1 shows that the majority of data science repositories do not provide an accessible environment to store and share the input data as well as their results.

To this end, we introduce Stork, a system for static pipeline analysis and data migration. Stork provides an automated workflow addressing the challenges presented in Section 2.2. From the system design perspective, we group these challenges into three segments: Pipeline Analysis, Data Access and Formatting, Pipeline Rewrite and Access Management. In Figure 3, we present the end-to-end Stork workflow. We present each stage in the following subsections.

3.1 Pipeline Analysis

We address the Setup and Exploration and Analysis by performing static code analysis on the DS pipeline. We manage the execution environment on different levels of granularity by addressing individual pipelines or projects containing multiple pipelines. We create an open and accessible execution environment for the pipelines by detecting the data sources and the data ingestion method.

The pipeline analysis consists of two phases: Abstract Syntax Tree(AST) Traversal and Generating an Intermediate Representation. In the two stages, Stork detects the data sources, verifies the access to the input data files, and records the reading and transformation of the input data. By designing the system in this way, we track the data updates throughout the pipelines and record it in a compact representation.

In the traversal phase, Stork initially reads and parses the abstract syntax tree (AST) of the complete pipeline. It then stores the operator tree of the input data and collects any input and transformation references. In Figure 4, we show a segment of the AST operator tree for Line 9 from Listing 1. The fields necessary to track the lineage of the data read are highlighted in red. It enables Stork to process the pipeline structure and record data inputs and transformations. Stork traverses the code structure of the pipeline
3.2 Data Access & Formatting

In the second stage of the Stork workflow, we access, format, and transfer the existing data to a new storage environment. We enable concurrent access to the input data and changes to the pipeline. In this stage, we address the Share and Collaborate, and Reproduce and Reuse challenges. When a storage environment is selected, Stork parses through the structure of the data and issues a data transfer. There are cases where the data needs to be formatted before it can be written to a new storage backend. One such example is transferring a flat file to a relational database management system. Upon parsing the structure of the data, Stork transforms it into a relational table before issuing the data transfer.

Stork allows for various implementations of storage backends and provides an extensible interface. In this paper, we consider relational database management systems, cloud object storage, and local file systems. Transforming the data and interfacing with multiple storage backends incurs several implementation challenges, which we present in more detail in Section 4.3.

3.3 Pipeline Rewrite & Access Management

In the third stage of the workflow, Stork generates the necessary connections to the new storage environment and rewrites the data read operations in the pipeline. With this stage, we enable the users to reuse the pipeline and reproduce its results, addressing the Reproduce and Reuse challenge.

Following the static analysis, we identify the sections of the pipelines that are ingesting data from local files. Once the data has been transferred to a new storage environment, Stork rewrites the pipeline to reroute data access to the new environment. We reuse our intermediate results from the pipeline analysis stage and access the data on the server rather than the local files. The adjusted data access enables the pipeline to be shared and executed in different environments. This translates to executing workloads on more powerful hardware, as well as sharing the pipeline with other collaborators for synchronized development.

The rewritten pipeline can be transferred to a database server, where the database also serves as an execution environment. Having the data and the pipeline co-located in a single DBMS allows us to further improve the performance and interoperability of the pipeline by utilizing the data locality.

When generating the connections to the new storage environments, Stork assumes permissive access to the environment. However, in cases when additional authentication is required, we provide managed data access to the new environments, introducing a layer of Security in our system. We discuss the implementation details of this workflow stage in Section 4.4.
4 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we present the implementation of Stork. In addition to the three workflow stages presented in Section 3, we discuss the data access patterns, as well as the storage backend implementation.

4.1 Pipeline Analysis

To obtain all necessary data access information in the pipeline, we perform static code analysis. We analyze the code through its abstract syntax tree (AST) in a single pass that consists of two phases. First, we traverse the AST to detect all Import and Assignment nodes. We then filter out all imports and assignments that do not contain any data artifacts and store them in an intermediate representation.

In the traversal stage, we extract all Import and Assignment nodes containing the library imports and data assignments. These nodes carry references relevant to the data analytics steps in the pipelines. From the Import nodes we obtain information on the libraries used for reading and processing the data. We collect the libraries to replicate the execution environment for the pipeline.

When traversing the Assignment nodes, we determine whether we have access to the data, where it is stored, and which methods are used to read and process it. The Assignment nodes also contain information orthogonal to the data reads, such as instances of classes, variables, and execution of arithmetic operations.

In the second stage, we filter such assignments by analyzing the contents of the Assignment nodes in a single-pass filtering stage. In Listing 2, we show a Pythonic AST representation of the operator tree shown in Figure 4. It consists of several nested nodes for variable names, method calls, attributes, and constants.

```python
Assign({
  targets=[Name(id='local_data', ctx=Store())],
  value=Call(
    func=Attribute(
      value=Name(id='pd', ctx=Load())),
    attr='read_csv',
    args=[Constant(value='/home/user/data/raw_data1.csv')]
})
```

Listing 2: An Assignment node in AST representation

Each of the nested nodes contains additional value, attribute, and context fields, making repeated traversals costly and impractical. We traverse the AST once and filter the relevant Assignment nodes in a compact representation. We show the representation of the Assignment node in Listing 3.

We use the intermediate representation to detect the parts of the pipeline that read and process the data. Storing the information in this format provides reference points for the data reads. We track and use these reference points to process data read by different access patterns. For each access pattern, Stork creates different references for the data artifacts ingested in the pipeline.

```json
{ 'variable': 'local_data',
  'data_source': {
    'func_call': { 'from': 'pd', 'method': 'read_csv'},
    'data_file': [ '/home/user/data/raw_data1.csv' ],
    'params': [] }
```

Listing 3: Representation of an Import and Assignment node

We obtain the referenced artifacts and transform them before migrating them to a new storage environment described in Section 4.3. The data references are then used for the pipeline rewriting stage described in Section 4.4.

4.2 Data Access Patterns

During the analysis stage, we distinguish between the different data access patterns, string path, variable reference, and runtime data access. Each pattern results in a different operator tree of Assignment nodes generated in the AST. In the case of data access through string paths, static code analysis is sufficient to parse the respective node and retrieve the file stored on the path. In cases when the data path is passed as a reference to another variable, a macro variable, or accessed from a configuration file, we process the references leading to the data path.

We extract the data path from a local variable defined in the pipeline by mapping the variable and its latest assignment. Stork then reads the value of the data path that is referenced by the variable without executing any part of the pipeline. Once the referenced mapping has been read, the data path value is extracted the same way as in the case of accessing raw strings.

Traversing through the Assignment nodes and extracting the data path values from variable references allows Stork to analyze the pipeline statically, without compiling or executing the pipeline. Bypassing compilation or execution removes the need to include library imports and potentially resolve any dependency conflicts. This approach allows us to retrieve absolute data paths also in cases where partial or relative paths are concatenated to a stem path.

4.3 Data Transformations

The references to the data paths from the AST traversal are stored in an intermediate representation and used to access the data files that need to be transferred. Before initializing the data transfer, we run a data integrity check to ensure the correct data format. Depending on the new storage environment, we perform several data formatting steps. In its current implementation, Stork supports data formatting and transfers to relational database management systems, cloud object storage, and local file systems.

Conversion to Relational Data. In a DBMS scenario, the data formatting includes schema inference and table creation. Data science pipelines and notebooks process data with dataframes in Python. They are ingested in different formats, such as comma-separated values, text tables, parquet, or zip-compressed files. These formats are read into dataframes and subsequently NumPy arrays. To process them, the target format needs to be compatible with the dataframe schema used in the pipeline. The set of datatypes supported by the dataframe interface in Python is significantly more constrained than the datatypes supported by frequently used database systems. For example, the dataframe interface supported by pandas has 12 general-purpose datatypes, whereas PostgreSQL supports 43 general-purpose datatypes.

When a data reading method, such as read_csv or read_table is called with a file path as an argument, the reader infers the datatypes for each column upon memory allocation for the created dataframe. In case of data conflicts in a column, the library uses the object datatype as the default. Stork uses the inferred datatypes...
Table 1: Mapping between Dataframe and Postgres datatypes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DF dtype</th>
<th>PSQL dtype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>object</td>
<td>varchar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(u)int8</td>
<td>bigint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(u)int16</td>
<td>smallint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(u)int32</td>
<td>integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>float16, float32</td>
<td>real</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>float64</td>
<td>double precision</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

by the dataframe interface to create a table schema suitable for the stored data and compatible with the operators in the pipeline.

For relational database systems, Stork has a datatype matching tool, that ensures each column in the dataframe is represented by an equivalent datatype in the schema. The datatype matching is depicted in Table 1. We have implemented the datatype matching for the datatypes supported by Postgres.

Transferring Flat Files. When transferring data to cloud object storage systems and local filesystems, Stork processes flat files, such as CSV files, parquet files, and zip-compressed libraries. The files are parsed to ensure the correct format. Other than checking the structure of the file, there are no additional data cleaning or preprocessing steps on the raw files at this stage.

When using a cloud object storage system, Stork prepares the data transfer by initializing the system access, verifying the user credentials and destination path. We validate the account credentials, traverse the bucket structure, and transfer the files. Transferring files to another filesystem works analogously.

4.4 Pipeline Rewrite & Access Management

Through the static analysis, Stork references the sections of the pipelines that are ingesting the data from local files. Once the data has been moved to a new storage environment, our system rewrites the pipeline to reroute the data access to the server rather than look for the data locally. We use the referenced sections from the pipeline analysis stage (see Sections 3.1 and 4.1) and access the data on the server rather than the local files.

To establish a connection to the storage environment, we generate template code in the pipeline necessary to grant read rights on the server. Depending on the data backend, we generate either a database connection through the driver or provide the access keys to the cloud storage. The template code provides access rights to the new data storage. Additionally, we adjust the data reads in the pipeline. We rewrite the local data access with a query from the new backend. An example of a rewritten pipeline code when using a Postgres DBMS as the data backend is shown in Listing 4.

Listing 4: Rewritten data read operation in a script

```python
1  dbms_connector = DBMSConnector(pipeline, config)
2  train_data_1 = pd.read_csv(dbms_connector
3  .execute("SELECT * FROM raw_data1"))
4  train_data_2 = pd.read_json(dbms_connector
5  .execute("SELECT * FROM raw_data2"))
```

5 EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of Stork on a curated corpus of open-source data science pipelines. We outline our experimental setup and the criteria for forming the corpus. We then present the main findings from our evaluation.

5.1 Experimental Setup

We crawled GitHub for projects with varying numbers of pipelines and data sources. Before curation, the corpus included 494,513 repositories for a compressed size of 3.5 TB. In Section 2, we present the curation and analysis of the complete set of repositories. In this section, we utilize our curated corpus of 54,757 repositories, which include a total of 152,554 pipelines. We use it to evaluate the effectiveness of Stork in the following subsections. We ran the complete corpus analysis with Stork, the relational data transformations, and the storage backend comparison on two different x86 server configurations, 1) 2x Intel Xeon Gold 5220S with 18 cores and 96 GB of RAM, and 2) 2x AMD EPYC 7742 with 64 cores and 512 GB of RAM. All experiments were executed using 36 threads.

For hosting a Llama3-8B model, we use a server with AMD Ryzen Threadripper PRO 3995WX, 64 GB of RAM, and two NVIDIA RTX A5000 GPUs with 24 GB HBM2 memory.

5.2 Analyzing the GitHub Corpus

We analyze Stork’s workflow on a curated dataset of 54,757 GitHub repositories defined in Section 2. In this experiment, we analyze the complete corpus and run the end-to-end workflow. We evaluate Stork in three separate stages: end-to-end performance, data availability, and data transformations. Stork ingests 91% of the repositories. Upon inspection of a sample of the remaining repositories, we found that the analysis had failed due to syntactical and import errors, rendering the repositories not executable or translatable.

End-to-end Performance. In Figure 5a, we present the results for measuring the success rate of Stork on all pipelines from the repository corpus. We analyze the repositories on a per-year basis. We evaluated Stork on 56,444 pipelines, ingesting data from strings as well as derived paths from variable references. Stork successfully processes 71.6% of the pipelines (see Figure 5a). For this set of pipelines, Stork detects the data ingestion in the pipeline and transforms the pipeline. The majority (65%) of the analyzed pipelines are reading data through string paths, whereas 35% access the data through paths derived from variable references (see Figure 5b). External arguments are the limiting factors for analyzing the pipeline without compiling or executing the code, as shown in Section 4.5.

Data Availability. In the second stage, Stork accesses the detected datasets and transfers them to a new storage medium, where the pipeline can be reproduced. However, our analysis in Section
We break down Stork’s end-to-end runtime for three storage environments: DBMS (Postgres), cloud object storage (AWS S3), and a local file system. We run the workflow on three pipelines processing 10MB, 100MB, and 1GB of data, respectively. In Figures 6a - 6c, we show the duration breakdown for the three storage backends.

We observe that the pipeline analysis stage has a mean runtime of 3ms, amounting to a maximum of 4% of the total runtime when using a local file system and transferring 10MB (see Figure 6a). The data transformation and schema inference for Postgres take up to 3x longer than the translation across all data sizes, with a maximum runtime of 6ms. When using S3, creating the HTTP request takes up to 5% of the total runtime, or 400ms on average. In this experiment, the bottleneck is the data transfer stage, with the end-to-end time scaling linearly with the increase in data size.

Stork’s system overhead of pipeline analysis and data transformation reaches a maximum of 5% of the total runtime (see 6a), i.e. 2ms and 405ms when using LFS and S3, respectively. The maximum overhead when using Postgres is 8ms, or less than 1% of the runtime for all data sizes.

5.4 Analyze Pipelines with LLM

Open-access large language models (LLMs) have been used for code generation from user input. In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of LLMs for analyzing the code structure of a pipeline. Specifically, we evaluate Stork’s performance against LLMs when analyzing data science pipelines. We focus only on the pipeline analysis from the end-to-end Stork workflow since the LLM has no execution rights, nor access to the dataset. We analyze a set of 52 representative pipelines reading data via strings, variables, and external arguments. We compare Stork against two LLM versions, the open-sourced Llama-3 with 8B parameters hosted on-premise, and GPT-3.5-Turbo, accessed via the online API [28, 36].

The LLM workflows consist of 1) creating a structured prompt to the model, 2) loading the model weights, and 3) inference of the output. When creating the prompt, we set a code analysis context for the model. In Listing 5 we show the context, prompt message, and a placeholder for the pipeline code.

```python
[1] "role": "system", "content": { "You are a code analyzer that detects data inputs in Python workloads."
[2] "role": "user", "content": { "Given the following code, detect the lines where data is read from external files, and return a list of all paths to the data."
[3] "role": "user", "content": "(PIPELINE_CODE)"
```

Listing 5: Evaluation prompt.

The desired output from this prompt is a structured list of data paths, that can be used as an input to the rewriting and data transfer workloads. We measure the inference time of the LLMs to generate the list of data inputs in the pipeline. In Figure 7 we show the inference times for both LLMs and the analysis time for Stork.

We observe that Stork is up to three orders of magnitude faster for the pipeline analysis workflow. For our hosted LLM, we reload the weights to minimize the variance between the LLM outputs. The reloading time is not measured towards the total inference time. For GPT-3.5-Turbo, we report the request return time after the prompt has been generated. In terms of coverage and accuracy of the answers, both LLM solutions detect the data read operations in the pipeline, albeit at a significantly higher runtime.

We note that using an LLM for such a workload requires an additional manual effort. The data transfer, as well as the insertion of the new data location in the pipeline, needs to be done by the data
we are the first to build an end-to-end system for this use case. LLMs have also been used for code repair, analysis, and generation. Stork automates the data migration, provides open cloud-dependent notebook environments. By performing static access to their storage backends [3, 29, 47]. Providers have also developed data science tools offering exclusive to a lesser extent with distributed cloud systems [8, 19, 20]. Cloud Collab offer integration with cloud storage backends [16, 21] and transformations in the pipelines. To the best of our knowledge, there have been several approaches for static analysis of data processing pipelines to detect data leakages and analyze data transformations [6, 35, 50, 51]. Compared to these approaches, Stork utilizes the AST of the pipeline to detect data reads and input operations, as well as to recursively rewrite the pipeline.

The area of data and pipeline migration, proprietary and open-source ETL solutions have been available [2, 9, 12, 22, 44, 49]. Such tools provide a low- or no-code development environment for data science pipelines with a semi-automated storage integration. Defining the data inputs and their interaction with the pipeline are done manually, together with the formatting and management of the data. While such solutions ease the development of data science pipelines, Stork enables fully automated data migration and pipeline rewrite of completed projects to new storage mediums.

Static code analysis and generation solutions have been introduced for the use cases of code repair, error detection, as well as class-level code generation [11, 57]. Large Language Models (LLMs) have also been used for code repair, analysis, and generation [14, 30, 52]. We utilize AST analysis for managing data accesses and transformations in the pipelines. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to build an end-to-end system for this use case.

Collaborative environments, such as Jupyter Server, and Google Collab offer integration with cloud storage backends [16, 21] and to a lesser extent with distributed cloud systems [8, 19, 20]. Cloud providers have also developed data science tools offering exclusive access to their storage backends [3, 29, 47].

Stork bridges the gap between semi-automated ETL tools and cloud-dependent notebook environments. By performing static code analysis, Stork automates the data migration, provides open access to it, and rewrites the pipeline. It increases project interoperability and facilitates collaboration in a fully automated fashion.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyze the landscape of data science repositories from 2018 to 2023. While observing an increase in the number of data science pipelines, we recognize limited data and pipeline interoperability, summarized in five data management challenges. Based on our analysis, we propose Stork, a system for automated pipeline analysis and data migration on different storage backends. Stork works out of the box for more than 70% of the existing data science pipelines while outperforming LLMs as an alternative code analysis and workflow automation tool. In future work, we will further extend the pipeline translation coverage of Stork and research opportunities of migrating parts of the pipeline automatically into database systems to enable efficient hybrid execution.
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